New Faculty Group Formed To Discuss, Evaluate Policy
Need for Smaller Body Emphasized

"The conference... was designed to discuss the organization of faculty meetings which are important... to the academic community," said Dr. Rex C. Neaverson in a statement discussing the newly created Trinity Faculty Conference. Neaverson cited the attendance of administrators and faculty at the beginning of an effectively functioning group which will be "small enough for members alone may discuss any matter of mutual concern," but commented that there was a need for "a place where only faculty members alone may discuss any matter of mutual concern," Neaverson stated.

The proposal for the Trinity Faculty Conference was presented by Dr. Neaverson at a faculty meeting in December. It provides for a group of eight faculty members who will have the authority to "study, evaluate, and make recommendations" on proposals which are presented to them. According to Neaverson, the group will be "small enough for members alone may discuss any matter of mutual concern," but that in "no way replace the faculty meetings," it will have the authority to "suggest alternatives to proposals put in before," and that the recommendations would then be submitted to the full faculty for approval.

The Secretary of the Faculty, Dr. Robert B. Hurst '71, will serve a committee of three of the faculty in the beginning of an effectively functioning group which will be "small enough for members alone may discuss any matter of mutual concern," but that in "no way replace the faculty meetings," it will have the authority to "suggest alternatives to proposals put in before," and that the recommendations would then be submitted to the full faculty for approval.
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TRINITY TRIPOD

EDITORIAL SECTION

Setting Priorities

The disturbing reality that emerged from the faculty meeting of last Tuesday is that it is far from certain that the College can fulfill successfully its commitment to raise its faculty wages to an "A" tuiting (by AAUP standards) within five years. Although Dr. Lockwood gave an audio-visual presentation of the College's short-range financial position, he did not make it clear what was going on behind the scenes. It has been revealed that the College's short-range financial position is far from certain that the College can fulfill the promise of an "A" tuiting within five years. Although Dr. Lockwood gave an audio-visual presentation of the College's short-range financial position, he did not make it clear what was going on behind the scenes.

The administration claims that raising faculty salaries is its top priority. If this is the case, the College must examine the validity of its other commitments. At the faculty meeting it was revealed that the burden on the resources of the College, and that its place at the College is not "guarded." This revelation has led to a great deal of concern among the faculty and students of Trinity College. Published at West Hartford News, Isham Road, West Hartford, Conn.

Last spring an aberration took place at Trinity, one which was reported in the Alumni magazine and which will probably exist just pending mention in the great epic of Trinity College. Our sit-in did provoke some rather inaccurate comments from the Bardford student body, and we are sure that the re-reading of the editorials and commentaries would render most of us speechless with anger. We are sure that they do not recognize the rights of free speech in this country, nor the fact that the College's "community" is not a closed one, and that the College is a community in the true sense of the word, and that the College is not "guarded."

The disturbing reality that emerged from the faculty meeting of last Tuesday is that it is far from certain that the College can successfully its commitment to raise its faculty wages to an "A" tuiting (by AAUP standards) within five years. Although Dr. Lockwood gave an audio-visual presentation of the College's short-range financial position, he did not make it clear what was going on behind the scenes. It has been revealed that the College's short-range financial position is far from certain that the College can fulfill the promise of an "A" tuiting within five years. Although Dr. Lockwood gave an audio-visual presentation of the College's short-range financial position, he did not make it clear what was going on behind the scenes.
"A computer has no mind of its own, its 'brainpower' comes from the people who create the programs," says Rod Campany.

Rod earned a B.S. in Math in 1986. Today, he’s an IBM Systems Programmer working on a portion of Operating System/360, a hierarchy of programs that allows a computer to schedule and control most of its own operations.

A mixture of science and art

"Programming" means writing the instructions that enable a computer to do its job. Says Rod, "It's a mixture of science and art. You're a scientist in the sense that you have to analyze problems in a completely logical way. But you don't necessarily hunt for an ultimate right answer. There can be as many solutions to a programming problem as there are programmers. That's where the art comes in. Any given program may work, but how well it works depends entirely on the ingenuity of the programmer."

Programmers hold a key position in the country's fastest growing major industry—information processing. Business Week reports that the computer market is expanding about 20 percent a year.

You don't need a technical degree

If you can think logically and like to solve problems, you could become an IBM programmer no matter what your major. We'll start you off with up to twenty-six weeks of classroom and practical training.

Visit your placement office

Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send a letter or resume to Paul Koslow, IBM, Department C, 425 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Luxembourg, Hamlyn Star As
Trin Swordsmen Slash Fordham

Trinity got off to a fast start in Wednesday's action against Fordham. A 2-0 victory over the incoming opening round diuels. Captain Joel Greenawan led off the actions with a 6-3, 6-2, 6-0 victory followed by triumphs by sophomores Paul Culen and Tony Mancini. Trinity led 2-0 following the opening set round.

Jack Luxemborg was the only Fordham player to win in the first round. Luxemborg battled to 1-0 lead and was followed by victories by sophomores David Hetzen and Bob Cook. At close, Sutton, At the close of the opening round, Trinity held a 2-0 lead. Dave Talbot continued to hold their own in the second of three rounds. Both Greenawan and Culen emerged victorious in their set matches as Trinity's lead went to 5-0.

Luxemborg and Patock triumped, however, as the Engineers closed the period with a slim 2-1 lead. Trinity captured the third period grimly battling to regain command. With four minutes of regulation time remaining, Paul Bushueff scored his goal to deadle.

The Bantams (oil behind again however, in this situation, they worked during the ten minute overtime period, and got into a lide.

The Baby Bantams faced one of their toughest schedules in years. Following the meet at the Coast Guard Academy Wednesday, they traveled to New York Sunday, January 26. On January 29, Returning home late in the evening, they then tackle some of the toughest prep schools. The Baby Bantams close out their season against two colleges, Union in Feb. 21 and Wesleyan in March 1.

1969 Might Be Weird

by Pete Wentz

The year 1968 is past history, was
wasn't, and will be in general, and in the sports world in particular.

Who would have thought that the Kentucky Derby Winner would be one of the year's biggest events? No, and then taken in Trinity's cheerleaders next year. If the 59, it doesn't win, can even if it becomes a sport. Without lacrosse doesn't become more popular than baseball at Trinity.

If the more to co-ed sports hurts Trinity's athletic prowess, if the American Basketball Association doesn't fold just before next season.

If this reporter makes any more predictions next year.
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